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																The Team

Our team is composed of people from various parts of Toronto who are passionate about the city and loves cycling.  We are thrilled to impart these things to you! Our adventures and interests can stretch on topics across architecture, transportation, history, urban affairs, politics, sports, music, art, and the environment. The tour guides we provide are First Aid/ CPR Certified. We are also proud members of Tourism Toronto. We are as well insured and had been offering guided tours way back in 2008.

The Founder

I founded Toronto Cycling Tours out from my love for the hometown I’m staying and also out of …
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				    								Bike Rentals				    							
				    						

				    						
				    							
Are you interested in exploring the beauty of Toronto on your own or participating in races like a charity bicycle ride? Then look no further and rent a bicycle with Toronto Cycling Tours. We assure you a selection that fits your needs and accommodates your comfort. We offer the following bicycles: hybrid bikes for single-use, tandem bikes for couple use, kids trailer bikes for ages 4 to 7 years old and child seats for 1 to 4 years old. We can even suggest some ideas of locations to visit along with a bicycle guide on the map of Toronto. We are located downtown and can be conveniently found near the bicycle paths, waterfront and major …

											
										

									

						    	

						    							    	
									
																				
				    						
				    							
				    								Child Seat Rental				    							
				    						

				    						
				    							
This rental is for the youngest guests with ages 1 to 4 years old. This is an attachment to the back of an adult hybrid bike and includes a helmet also.

Prices per Person:

Same Day (9 AM pick-up, 5:30 PM return) = $25

Overnight (ranging up to 24 hrs) = $50

Two Days (ranging up to 48 hrs) = contact us for details

Three Days (ranging up to 72 hrs) = contact us for details

One Week = contact us for details

– BOOK NOW –…

											
										

									

						    	

						    							    	
									
																				
				    						
				    							
				    								Tandem Bicycle Rental				    							
				    						

				    						
				    							
The rental is great for two people sharing a single ride like couples, parents with their children, together with a friend inexperienced with bikes, or for those looking a different experience. This includes two helmets, locks, and personalized directions with a bicycle map of the city of Toronto.

Prices per Person:

Same Day (9 AM pick-up, 5:30 PM return) = $35

Overnight (ranging up to 24 hrs) = contact us for details

Two Days (ranging up to 48 hrs) = contact us for details

Three Days (ranging up to 72 hrs) = contact us for details

One Week = contact us for details…

											
										

									

						    	

						    							    	
									
																				
				    						
				    							
				    								Trailer Bicycle Rental				    							
				    						

				    						
				    							
This rental is for the younger guests ages 4 to 7 years old. This is an attachment to the back of an adult hybrid bike and includes a helmet also.

Prices per Person:

Same Day (9 AM pick-up, 5:30 PM return) = $25

Overnight (ranging up to 24 hrs) = $50

Two Days (ranging up to 48 hrs) = contact us for details

Three Days (ranging up to 72 hrs) = contact us for details

One Week = contact us for details

– BOOK NOW –…
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									Integrating vaping into your cycling routine is an idea that may appeal to those who enjoy both activities and are looking for ways to enhance their overall experience. It’s about complementing the physical exertion and mental focus of cycling with the relaxation and pleasure that vaping can provide.

However, it’s important to approach this integration with mindfulness towards safety, respect for others, and adherence to local laws. For those seeking an added edge, innovative vaping technology offers potential solutions to enhance convenience and enjoyment on the go.

That…
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									CBD has been getting attention in the past few years, and you can find it in all forms in countries where it is legal. It is available in capsules, oil, or gel, and you can add it to beverages and even foods. For a unique twist, some enthusiasts have explored incorporating CBD into unconventional treats, such as amanita mushroom gummies, offering a novel and potentially enjoyable way to experience the benefits of cannabidiol.

Now that it has been trendy, its influence has also reached the world of sports and is prevalently used in golf, cricket and rugby. The …
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									Many people have chosen to vape as an alternative to smoking cigarettes and other tobacco products. While it may look like something straight out of a sci-fi movie, the Beloeil vape stores swear by the benefits of vaping from traditional smoking.

But what if my main concern is whether or not vaping is safe for cardio exercise? Let’s find out.

Energy

Nicotine is a stimulant that improves your energy levels. It can help you perform better and be more productive at work or school, which is why it’s …
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									Testosterone is responsible for regulating the libido of men, as well as the production of red blood cells and sperm. It is the main hormone produced by the male body, and its secretion, whether that’s low or high, can have significant effects on the body.

The amount of testosterone produced by the body can also be affected by external and physical factors. Testosterone levels can increase by or decrease based on a person’s lifestyle and habits; testosterone booster and other things will have effects that will in turn affect the body as well.

One of the …
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									People whose work involves exerting physical force or participating in high-end sports need an extra dose of endurance and stamina. If you are one of them, you probably possess extraordinary strength and endurance.

However, our body has limitations, and there is a threshold to our strength. Strenuous activities strain our muscles and make us prone to inflammation and stress. This is where premium cbd gummies for sale comes in. Research shows that CBD helps in relieving muscle pain and reducing inflammation.

CBD

CBD is derived from the …
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									CBD or cannabidiol has been getting attention from athletes of various sports (recommended source). It is not surprising since it makes it easier to manage pain, give better sleep, and provide faster recovery.

Cyclists can also enjoy these many benefits. So, if you are a cyclist, continue reading to learn more about cannabidiol and its wonders for cyclists.

Ways to Use Cannabidiol

You can use cannabidiol in various ways, such as pills, oils, and capsules. You can also see it as a crucial ingredient in recovery beverages, drops, lotions, tinctures, edibles, and …
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									Bond Over Biking

Toronto Cycling Tours offers you a private bicycle tour, in which you can have an awesome and fun experience with all members of the family and have a blast touring around. Even those who are inexperienced or can’t possibly ride a bike will have a chance of enjoying by tagging along on one of the tandem bikes we can provide.

Our private bicycle tours have it all, from simply learning, listening to fun stories, doing physical activity, up to savor the thrill of exploring the city of Toronto. Forge priceless memories together, whether you’re just visiting the city or you’re locals who are looking to see…
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									Bike Exploration

Explore the highlights of the city on a two-wheel vehicle. Enjoy the environment and the freedom of neighborhood biking from one unto the next. Add as many locations you can visit as possible on your tour and experience with the convenience of cycling around.

Cycling Trails and Routes

Establish a connection with the city’s rich natural and cultural heritage through riding on various park trails and city bikeways. The Toronto Islands is one of the popular destinations where the parkland is car-free, the ferry can be easily reached through a bike and has a magnificent view of the city skyline. For …
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									    					“I brought my team on an island tour and it was so amazing. The personnel from Toronto Cycling Tours are so great to work with that my team had such a wonderful time. The tour was filled with so much interest and made us feel distant from the city environment we are working in, even though we are just on the Toronto Island. The pace was great and we can fill our stomachs with great food. The experience was also so convenient that all we needed to do was to make an appearance and everything else was taken care of by them. I am looking forward to doing it again.”
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										    				From a company executive in Toronto

										    			

										    		

										    	
											

																			    
										    	
										    		
									    				
									    					“My family, consisting of 2 adults and 2 children of ages 10 and 11, had an excellent private city tour with a wonderful, informative and entertaining tour guide. This activity has to be in TripAdvisor’s number 1 position. From the great quality of bikes they offer to the tour they amazingly organized and to the variety of capabilities of the guide, it is truly an experience not to be missed.”
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										    				From a mother in Hong Kong, China

										    			

										    		

										    	
											

																			    
										    	
										    		
									    				
									    					“The booking was a downtown tour and we were lucky to have an attentive and entertaining tour guide. Safety was always been highlighted and the knowledge of the guide was impressive. We may have been on numerous city bicycle tours but this certainly tops the list. We had so much gratitude with our guide for the great value we received from that experience.”
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										    				From an enthusiast in the United Kingdom
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